Stamping +
hydroforming

A perfect finish
for tankers’
dish ends

High quality finishes
Stamping + hydroforming

High quality
finishes

Stamping + hydroforming.
In a constant search for a process that would permit a perfect
finish both for flanges and for the whole dish ends, we have
developed a combined process. The stamping of the whole perimeter of the dish gives its flange some extremely stable geometric and physical qualities. These characteristics are possible
due to a parallel falling of stamping mold and to a following hydroforming at a controlled speed.

Immediate benefits:
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1

A perfect flange’s finish, with neither marks nor
notches
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More uniform distribution of the deformation
strains and better hardening.
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An exact perimeter with high repeatability.
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No geometry deviations, which permits more precise control of the manufacturing.
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Dish ends’ flatness makes easier the assembly and
welding.

Forming
process

One press operation for a perfect finish.

The press’ high capacity permits stamping of the flange in one
cycle. More than 8 meters of perimeter are being deformed previous to the hydroforming process of more than 300 mm high,
with up to 8 mm thickness.

Step 1. Placing sheet on the mold.

Step 2. Stamping of the complete flange.

Step 3. Hydroforming with controlled electronically speed and height.

Step 4. Cutting of the excess edges.
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Shape and
perimeter
precision

No deviation of shape or perimeter.
One of the main problems during tankers’ manufacture is the
adjusting of the end dish to the tanker’s shell. Some deformations and misalignments might occur along the flange’s profile
during the roll molding.
Profiles created by both technologies are shown on the pictures.
The precision of the new process is obvious.
Form deviations.

Perimeter deviations.

Roll-molded dish end.
Irregular edge
Regular edge

Stamped and hydroformed dish end.
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Ideal
flatness

An easier assembly.
The flatness of the flange is the key factor when welding the
dish end to the shell. If the dish end is not completely flat,
this defect cause difficulties in the manufacture. As a result
of forming method, the dish end is completely flat and free of
strains like those created by roll-molding process.

Manufacture difficulties caused by the lack of flatness in the dish end.

Roll-molded dish end.

Stamped and hydroformed dish end.
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Polished
inner space

Marks free surface.
Strains created during the roll molding process cause notches,
marks and profile alterations. The new process protects the
material reducing to the minimum appearance of any marks including the ones caused by welded sheet joints.

Fragment of welding.

Roll-molded dish end.

Stamped and hydroformed dish end.
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Perfect
outer surface

A uniform finish of the outer surface.
Thanks to the process of stamping and hydroforming, both inner and outer surface of the dish end have a perfect finish. A
precise design and mold manufacture help to achieve a clean
and flat dish end with a perfect form.

Roll-molded dish end.

Roll-molded dish end.

Stamped and hydroformed dish end.
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A uniform
hardening

Some defects occurring in roll-molded dishes.

Roll-molding process in circular sections.

Uniform outline strains.

Roll molding is simple due to the single rotation shaft.

Flat flange. A symmetric rotation helps achieving a form,
perimeter and flatness.

Roll-molding process in non-circular sections.

Irregular outline strains.

Roll molding is complicated because of several rotation shafts and

Curved flange. Roll molding process creates high residual

different radiuses.

strains which produce deformations of form, perimeter
and flatness of the end dish.

Mixed process of stamping and hydraforming.

In the mixed process of stamping and hydraforming the flange and the pumping are

Flat flange. In spite of the asymmetries, the final hydraforming process reduces

obtained in one press action. This way any possible deformations are being absorbed

the strains caused by stamping.

and the hardening is more uniform.
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Materials and
thickness

Versatility of materials and thickness.

Case study: panoramic section dish end. This model was test-

Carbon steel

High limit steels
HSLA steels

ed in several typical materials for manufacturing of hydroformed and roll-molded dish ends. The result was the list of various maximal thickness values depending on elasticity limit and

Structured / construction steels
Stainless steel

Serie 300 – chrome-nickel
Serie 200 – chrome-magnesium

Aluminum

Serie5000 – magnesium alloy

stretching of each tested alloy.

Serie 600 – magnesium and silicon alloy1
Other non-ferrous alloys

Copper – bronze - brass

2391 mm

20 mm

2391 mm

R28 mm

300 mm

Aluminum AW5454-H111 (Rp0,2≥85MPa, A=18%)
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Aluminum AW5182/6-H111 (Rp0,2≥125MPa, A=24%)

Stainless steel 316/L (Rp0,2≥200MPa, A=45%)
Stainless steel 304 (Rp0,2≥240MPa, A=40%)

Thickness (mm)

Stainless steel 420 (Rp0,2≥276MPa, A=25%)

Structured steel S355 (Rp0,2≥355MPa, A=22%)

1

High limit steel HSLA380 (Rp0,2≥450MPa, A=20%)
85

Elasticity limit (MPa)

450
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Geometric
shapes

Versatility of shapes.

Round

Triangular

Panoramic

Complicated shapes often present difficulties during the process
of roll molding. The finishes are poor and the hardening is low and
heterogeneous.
Stamping and hydroforming technology offers a great variety of
possibilities. New tanker shell’s profiles can be optimized depending
on the specific demands for resistance, in spite of traditional manufacture limitations.
This modern manufacture process permits a wide range of heights
and radiuses for stamping and heights for hydroforming.
The stamping’s heights and radiuses are set up during design of the
mold meanwhile the height for hydroforming can be modified for
each end dish.
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Oval / Elliptic

Rectangular

Pentagonal

Stamping’s
heights and
radiuses

Wide range of heights for stamping and hydroforming.

1- Vertical stamping ‘s height.

hmax = 50 mm

1

hmin = 10 mm

2- Stamping’s radius.
Rmax = 80 mm

2

Rmin = 20 mm

3- Hydroforming’s height.

Hmax = 350 mm
3

1

If stretching is not less than 18-20%.

2

Maximal radius depends on the stamping’s height.

3

Hmin = 0 mm

It is possible to manufacture flat dish ends without hydroforming.
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The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications or designs at any time without notice.

The process of stamping + hydroforming used for dish ends
manufacture is protected by International PCT patent.

IANUS INGENIERÍA S.L.U.
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info@ianus-engineering.com
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